Pour Genius
rioja bartender guide

fear
not!

demystifying wine for bartenders
As we all likely know, wine is a fermented alcoholic beverage.
However, fermentation is not a man-made process. It has occurred
naturally (and spontaneously) for a hell of a lot longer than Man
has populated it. Ancient civilizations enjoyed the blessings of the
simple process of grapes coming into contact with wild yeasts and
turning into alcohol, and learned to easily control and tailor it to
create better, larger volume wine for consumption.
Fermentation of grain into beer requires the grain to be malted
to turn starches into sugar, and a complex distillation process was
necessary to make spirits. People around the world had enjoyed wine
for millennia by the time these were mastered! The fact that wine is
such an ingrained part of various cultures does not necessarily make
it the easiest thing in the world to understand. There may be no
other beverage that is (or at least, can be) as complex, nuanced, or
fussed over as wine. Have a surf through Amazon.com, search for
‘wine’, and you’ll see what we mean.
For the American bartender, wine can be pretty intimidating, if not
downright terrifying, to the point where many simply ignore or have
given up on learning about wine. We know a lot of bartenders who
can espouse the virtues of basically every bourbon whiskey ever
produced, or intimately know the recipes for hundreds of cocktails
– but ask them something about Burgundy or Napa, and their eyes
glaze over while their tongues swell out of their mouths.
For us, Rioja presents the perfect entree into demystifying the world of
wine. World class, approachable and straightforward, it is a seamless
marriage of Old School and New Cool.
So the Tipplers say, “FEAR NOT!”
On the following pages, you’ll learn everything about the wines
of Rioja, and then some. We’ll give you some new tools to add to
your bartender’s ‘bag of tricks’, so you can easily, informedly and
confidently suggest and serve Rioja wines at your bar and create
exceptional experiences for your guests, time after time. In short,
we‘ll turn you in to a Pour Genius. And Rioja is Pure Genius.

Paul Tanguay and Tad Carducci, better known as Tippling Bros., are, to put
it plainly, bar guys. With a combined fifty years in the hospitality industry,
they now employ their passion and experience as bartenders, sommeliers,
beverage consultants and restaurant owners. In love with the romance,
traditions and hospitality that surround the art of the drink, Tippling Bros. are
two guys with one vision; to help the world drink better.

Tippling Bros. are fanatical about wine. We have spent years studying, learning
and tasting, working in many aspects of the wine business, from cellars rat to
sommelier, uncorking countless bottles for restaurant and bar patrons, and quite a
few for ourselves we might add. One that finds its way to our table more often than
not is Rioja, a wine and region that have always fascinated us.
Note: If it’s your thing, wine can be a great passion and hobby. It can be analyzed,
discussed, intellectualized, and collected. The Tipplers love to do these things,
but moreover, we love to drink and enjoy wine, as a compliment to a wonderful
meal or sitting on the beach (with a beautiful companion), watching the sun set. As
a simple pleasure, for pure enjoyment. Drink, don’t think, if you will.

rioja: the bartenders wine
As beverage consultants and restauranteurs, we consistently turn to
the wines of Rioja to offer our clients and guests something beautiful
and diverse, whether by the glass or bottle. We look at Rioja as a ‘goto’ for us and for our bartenders as well. The styles offer something
for nearly any palate; from bright, young wines that taste like fresh
cherries, to rich Gran Reservas that remind us of cigar boxes and old
leather suitcases filled with dried spices.
As bartenders ourselves, we are in love with the romance, traditions
and history that surround the art of the drink. We believe that, at its
core, bartending is and has always been about making people happy;
about providing the best experience for our guests that we possibly
can. Whether it’s a bar that serves a Michelin-starred restaurant, a
down and dirty dive, or a hotbed of mixology, our goal should always
be to share our passion, conviviality and sense of hospitality.

rioja & food
The Rioja region of Spain is steeped in history and tradition, and its residents
embody that same passion for conviviality and hospitality as we do every time
we step behind the stick. In fact, it is said that Riojans would rather be hosts than
guests! It only makes sense that their wines would be the perfect ‘go-to’ pick for
the American bartender.
If you’ve been lucky enough to visit Spain, you likely know the Spanish live to
eat. Food, like wine, is one of the simplest and essential pleasures known to the
people of the Iberian peninsula, and Riojans embody this gastronomic spirit. Whether
it’s snacking on rustic tapas or sitting down to an extravagant feast (starting, of
course, at 11:00 pm), they celebrate food together with family and friends. Almost
every social occasion in Rioja is based around food…and vino, of course!

Logroño, La Rioja’s capital city is brimming with vibrant restaurants, both traditional
and modern, upscale and casual, but the real culinary attraction that best represents
the soul of Rioja’s gastronomic culture is its tapas bars. In the historical city center
lies a series of streets lined with tiny Mom and Pop tapas (or as a Riojan would say,
“pintxos”) shops, each specializing in, and sometimes serving only one particular
dish. A local typically strolls up and down the street with friends and family, stops
in to a favorite place to enjoy a bite and a “corto,” (small glass of local wine), enjoy
good company and good conversation, then mosey on to the next. Not a bad way
to eat, in our book!
Logroño tapas offerings usually reflect traditional and typical Riojan cuisine, one
built on locally grown and raised products. Native lamb chops, chorizo, stuffed
piquillo peppers, white asparagus, roasted suckling pig, and stewed potatoes are
all served with simple preparations and, not coincidentally, are perfect partners to
the red, white and rosé wines that make Rioja famous.

calle del laurel: party central

Possibly Rioja’s most
famous food street,
Calle del Laurel is tucked
in the heart of Logroño’s
historic center. It is
THE place for traditional
Riojan tapas, and is lined
with shops serving one
specialty dish and local
wines. Diners stroll the
length, stopping at
their favorite outposts
for a bite and a glass
of wine or beer.

old school

Rioja’s history and culture are as rich and deep as the vines that cover its landscape.
One of the oldest wine producing regions in the world, vines have been planted
there for a couple thousand years. It is believed wine-loving Romans were the first
to see the potential of its soils and its diverse climate.
Modern winemaking techniques came to Rioja around 1850. Interestingly enough,
it was the French who inspired the wines that would ultimately bring Spain, and
Rioja, so much fame. As part of a 950 year old religious pilgrimage, many French
traversed basically the entire length of Rioja to Galicia in Northern Spain to visit the
tomb of St. James. At the same time, a nasty mildew attacked and destroyed the
vines and grapes of Bordeaux in southern France. Many of the religious pilgrims
were wine makers, and through their travels, they realized Rioja presented ideal
grape growing conditions to make exceptional wines. Some of the most respected
bodegas in Rioja today were originally French transplants, Marqués de Riscal and
Marqués de Murrieta among them. They brought with them their viticulture and
vinification know-how, oak aging techniques and passion to help to build the
platform for the world-class wines of Rioja.
While the wines of Rioja will always define the region’s identity, the local cultural history
is ancient, diverse and steeped in passion. Home to some of the finest examples
of medieval architecture in the world and famous for its striking monasteries and
castles, art and architecture in Rioja have been vital to crafting the culture of the
region. It is even believed Rioja is the birthplace of the Spanish language!

new cool

While Rioja is steeped in antiquity and tradition, it is not stuck in time.
Traditions are integral to its way of life, but Riojans have moved into
the modern, embracing the new, the hip and the cutting edge in their
art, architecture, design, music, fashion, cuisine and technology.
This sense of modernity has influenced the face of the wine world,
as well. While Rioja wines have long been prized for their oak-driven
character and extended aging before release (sometimes decades), a
newer, more fruit-driven style of winemaking has emerged, creating a
fresher, more mass appeal style, meant for everyday drinking (without
too much thinking).

wine basics
Making good wine is no longer a
mystery, but an art form that meets
science. Here’s what you’ll need:
• Find grape vines suitable for making
wine. Not all grapes are destined for
great wine production.
• Plant these vines and wait. Then wait
some more. Vines don’t start producing
grapes for 3 to 5 years, and youthful
vines produce what are considered
inferior grapes. Only mature vines yield
grapes with the potential to produce
stellar wines.
• Grow vines in the right place with an
eye towards soil and climate. In other
words, pick the right terroir. Every
grape varietal has its preferred climate;
however, pushing the boundaries can
produce some spectacular wines.
• Pray for good weather. Not much to
do about this one.
• Usher the grape juice through the
fermentation process. Natural or
cultivated yeast? How long will you
ferment? All up to the winemaker.
• Deciding if and how you want
to age. New or old oak? No oak?
A combination of stainless and
oak, or even different oaks?
How long do you age? A myriad
of possibilities.
• Release the wine at just the right time.
• Enjoy!

terroir
If there is a term that speaks to all alcohols and how they taste and
smell, it is the French word Terroir. The word Terroir is used extensively
in wine-speak to convey the idea of how geological, geographical
and climatic effects in a particular place and on a particular grape
varietal will define its flavor and style. Simply put, terroir is the
culmination of every natural thing that surrounds a grapevine and its
grapes, affecting the wine it eventually yields.

the five v’s of wine
These five influencers affect how a wine appears,
smells and tastes:
Varietal: The type of grape used plays perhaps the greatest role in
determining the character of the finished wine. Certain grapes bring
fruit flavor to a wine, while others bring acidity or tannin. Some varietals
add herbaceous notes, while others add spice. Then there are grapes
blended in small amounts, only to add color. Choosing varietals to
blend together is an art form, weighing which grapes complement
each other and bring something unique to the party.
Viticulture: How and where you grow those grapes. Never
underestimate terroir.
Vintage: No two seasons are alike. The same wines from different
vintages may display similarities, but subtle differences will certainly exist.
Vinification: Making the wine. There are as many variables in
vinification as there are bottles behind most bars.
Varying Climate (Ok, so we cheated a little): Climatic influences will
have great effects on the grapes of a country, region or vineyard with
changes affecting that particular season. And we are not referring to
year to year changes.

Denominación de Origen Calificada
As early as 1102, Rioja was officially decreed an exceptional wine producing
region. However, it was not until 1926 that Rioja finally acquired its own Consejo
Regulador (Control Board) and enacted wide-sweeping measures to delimit its
geographical area and ensure the true “origin” of all its wines.
In 1991, Rioja was officially elevated from DO (Denominación de Origen) status to
the first (and now one of only two Spanish regions) with the distinction of DOCa
(Denominación de Origen Calificada). DOCa Rioja appears as a back label of
every bottle of Rioja wine and is a guarantee of origin.

Sub-Regions
Rioja is comprised of three subregions,
each one influenced by its own
geological, geographical and climatic
effects, producing wines of varying
character.
Rioja Alta: Heavily influenced by the
Atlantic Ocean, the wines are typically
full-bodied with good acidity.

Rioja Baja: Influenced primarily by
the Mediterranean, this subregion
generally produces fuller bodied wines.
Rioja Alavesa: Affected by both the
Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean,
this subregion is the smallest of the
three regions and produces mediumbodied wines that are approachable,
younger and thus, excellent candidates
for Rioja by the glass programs.

types of wine: The Grapes
Rioja is known primarily as a red wine-producing
region, but also makes fabulous whites and rosé wines
as well. Though some international grape varietals
can be found within the region, the DOCa strictly
limits their use, opting instead to use indigenous
varietals to retain the traditional character.
REDS
Tempranillo: Meaning the “little early one,” due
to its early ripening, this is the most prized and
noble grape in Rioja and makes up the majority of
most red wines. Tempranillo brings fruit flavors to
the mix, especially cherry, strawberry and currant,
and when aged, adds velvety texture to a wine.
Garnacha: Called Grenache in France, this grape
adds alcohol, richness and spice to the blend,
offering structure to the wine.
Graciano: Used mostly as a blending grape, this
difficult to grow grape adds intense aroma, as well
as acidity and depth of color and flavor.
Mazuelo: A little rougher around the edges,
Mazuelo brings color and high acidity, as well as
firm tannins. Again, think structure.
WHITES
Viura: Also known as Macabeo, it’s one of three
grapes that makes Cava, Spain’s famous sparkling
wine. In Rioja, it is the main grape used in whites,
and produces light, refreshing and floral wines.
Malvasia: This grape brings structure when added
to the blend, to allow a white to age, and adds
grapefruit flavors.
Garnacha Blanca: A white Grenache, this grape
adds alcohol and body to a blend, as well as
apricot, honeysuckle and citrus flavors.

aging: difference maker
One factor that makes Rioja a world class wine is its ability to be aged for a long
time, and the fact that the winery ages the wines before release. In fact, Rioja has
long set the standard for extended aging, having defined the requirements.
These are the age requirements for the wines of Rioja. Remember that these are
solely MINIMUM numbers and some producers choose to age for much longer.
Cosecha: Wines that are in their first or second year. Typically these wines undergo
little to no oak aging to retain their fruity youthfulness.   
Crianza: Wines that are, at the very least, in their third year. Red wines are required
to spend a minimum of one year in oak casks*. Whites need a minimum of six
months in oak*.
Reserva: Wines from superior vintages, aged for a minimum of three years for
reds, with a minimum of one year in oak*. Whites must be aged for a minimum of
two years, with at least 6 months in oak barrels.   
Gran Reserva: Wines from superior vintages, aged for a minimum of two years in
oak barrels for red wines and at least three years in bottle. Whites must be aged
for at least four years, with at least one year in oak barrels   
*The remaining aging time before release is typically done in bottle.

american oak is no joke

So, what’s the big fuss over American oak versus French oak, or new
barrels versus used barrels? Does it really make any difference? While
it may not when it’s turned into a coffee table, the oak chosen to age
wine makes a huge difference in how that wine will taste and feel.
The Rundown: Here’s a very simplified way to remember the basic
differences between American and French oak
‘American Oak is No Joke’- American oak is made up of big, coarse
wood grains that impart a lot of bold flavor and aroma to a wine,
as well as tannin, in a shorter amount of time. Typical flavors are
coconut, dill and tobacco.
‘Skinny on French Oak’- French oak has tighter, thinner wood grains
and is a bit less porous than American, imparting more refined and
restrained aromas, flavors and tannins. Typical flavors include sweet
vanilla and baking spices.
A used barrel will impart less structure and flavor to a wine than a new
barrel, whether American, French, or otherwise. Think of a tea bag –
the more it’s used, the less flavor, color and astringency it imparts. The
wines of Rioja have traditionally been aged in American oak andwhile
it is this style that made Rioja famous, many consumers preference
for fruitier, less tannic wines for everyday drinking encourage a more
modern style of Rioja wine produced today.

perfect partners
Rioja offers some of the best ‘food’ wines in the world and are ‘perfect partners‘
to a huge range of culinary styles. While it’s a no-brainer that they pair brilliantly
with foods from Spain, and other Mediterranean countries, here is a little primer
on some less typical matches.

REDS
Cosecha: Juicy, full of fruit flavors and softly structured, these wines are slam dunks
with everything from grilled turkey sausage with polenta, to Chinese spareribs,
from babaghanoush to buffalo wings (try it if you don’t believe us) or even a ham
and swiss panini.
Crianza: These wines still retain a lot of fruit character and acidity but, because
of their aging, start to take on some tannins. Because of the balance of acidity
and softer tannins, these wines are perfect for SO many dishes. We’re talking
any combination of meat and tomato sauce; spaghetti and meatballs, veal
parmigiana, osso bucco, burger and ketchup. Then, there is meat and cheesebaked chicken breasts stuffed with mushrooms and goat cheese, carnitas burritos,
hot roast beef and cheddar on rye, burger with ketchup and pepper jack. Not to
mention meat and cream or butter. Prime rib with a loaded baked potato, indeed.
Crianzas are perfect partners to grilled pork chops and steak frites. Lest we forget
the vegetarians, any hearty vegetable stew, veggie lasagna, French onion soup,
veggie burger with ketchup. Guess we need to stop at some point.
Reserva: This is where ‘structure’ really comes into play. Rioja Reservas, because
of their age, develop firm tannins. Tannins are meant to cut through protein. Ever
take a sip of a big red wine that totally dries out your gums and makes your tongue
feel like sandpaper, but when your steak comes, and you take a bite, the wine is
suddenly soft and delicious — the best pairing you could ever possibly imagine
with meat? Sirloin steak with demi-glace, grilled ribeye, cassoulet, grilled lamb
chops, burger with foie gras, forget the ketchup.
Gran Reserva: Consider these dinner. Drink and think.

WHITES & ROSÉS
Cosecha: These wines are young and fresh, crisp and refreshing with
clean acidity. Acid in wine does a couple of things when paired with
food. It compliments other bright, fresh flavors. Ever squeeze a lime
on your salsa? It also serves to cut through fat in fried foods, cream
sauces, etc. What would fish and chips be without a wedge of lemon
or some malt vinegar. Sushi anyone?
Rosé: Typically made with Garnacha, sometimes Tempranillo (or a
blend of both), Rioja Rosés have a barely perceptible touch of textural
astringency (the result of minimal grape skin contact) and good acidity,
making them surprisingly versatile food wines. Usually unoaked.

wine cocktails

True or False: Bartles and Jaymes invented the first wine cocktail? Not so much.
Wine has been used as an ingredient in American cocktails for a couple of hundred
years now and was being mixed for hundreds, even thousands, of years before
that! The Romans used to mix theirs with turpentine and goat cheese. That one is
not going on our next cocktail menu.
Before there was vodka, gin, rum or whiskey, there was wine. Unfortunately for
those who drank it, a lot of it was very badly made. It was only natural then that folks
would start to mix it with other things to mask the flavors. As quality improved, and
even after alcoholic distillation was perfected, many Europeans had developed a
taste for wine-based mixed drinks. So it has remained until now.
In 1862, America’s, and possibly the world’s, first cocktail book was published. In
it, and in those that followed, recipes were listed that included all types and styles
of wine. Claret, Bordeaux, Madeira, Sherry, Port, Champagne and wines from
Germany and other countries were mixed into exotic creations like the Cobbler,
the Sangaree and in a variety of hot and cold Punches.
Today, we have classic drinks like the Kir and the Champagne Cocktail that remain
very popular. Interestingly, two of the drinks that we, as bartenders, probably more
often than many other cocktails, include wine. They happen to be the Martini and the
Manhattan. Vermouth is, in fact, wine. It’s fortified with spirit, but it is wine nonetheless.
As the practice of mixology expands, and the American cocktail culture continues
to grow by leaps and bounds, it makes sense that we are seeing more wine
cocktails coming into popularity. With such a vast selection of wines from which
to choose, savvy mixologists can play with a nearly endless array of flavor profiles
in their drinks. Whether creating lower alcohol, aperitif drinks or mixing wine with
spirits to add layers and dimension to a cocktail, wine is a great ingredient to add
to your bag of tricks.

rioja cocktail recipes
Recipes Created by the Tippling Bros.
Strawberry Cosecha Cooler
3 oz. Rioja Cosecha
1 oz. Lemonade
1 strawberry
Sprite
Muddle a strawberry in a mixing tin
Add Rioja & lemonade to mixing tin
Shake over ice
Strain into glass over
fresh ice & top with Sprite
Garnish with a strawberry

New York Sour
2 oz. Irish Whiskey
1 oz. Simple Syrup
1 oz. Lemon Juice
1 oz. Rioja Crianza
mint sprig
Add Irish whiskey, simple syrup
& lemon juice to a mixing tin
Shake over ice
Strain into cocktail glass
& float Rioja wine
Garnish with a mint sprig

Missionary’s (Repo)sition
2 oz. Reposado Tequila
1 oz. Rioja-Pear Syrup
½ oz. Velvet Falernum
½ oz. Fresh Lime Juice
Add all ingredients to a mixing tin
Shake over ice
Strain into a cocktail glass
Garnish with pear slices

Rioja-Pear Syrup
1 bottle of Rioja Cosecha
2 cups of white sugar
1 Pear
2 Orange peels

Cut pear into slices. Add all ingredients
to a pot and place on stove. Bring to
a boil and reduce heat. Simmer for
15-20 minutes. Strain to remove pear
and orange peels. Let cool and keep
refrigerated.

rioja by the glass: RBTG
Wines by the glass should be an integral part of any bar program, from sports
bars to fine-dining restaurants. Gone are the days of offering one white and one
red. Savvier than ever about food and drink, American consumers crave unique
and exciting choices.
The Tipplers believe the wines of Rioja present the perfect BTG option, as the range
of styles offers something for everyone’s palate…and budget, to boot. From juicy
young reds, whites and rosés perfect for casual sipping with friends, to crianzas
meant for burgers or pizza, roasted chicken or sausage and peppers, pulled pork
or Indian food, or…(you see where we going here) to incredibly elegant, mature
Gran Reservas sure to make your best regulars’ heads spin paired with lamb chops
or a great cigar. Rioja wines truly run the gamut and offer bartenders the ability to
offer delicious alternatives to the same old wines typically served as glass pours.
Maybe more importantly, they give us the opportunity to shine and enhance our
guests’ experiences by turning them onto something exciting and deliciousthe perfect partnership. The Tipplers believe that every guest has some of the
bartender’s (and server’s) money in his pocket. Introduce them to a Rioja BTG, and
you might just get a little more of it!

Be Part of the Rioja Phenomenon
We’d love to work with you and help you create a dynamic by-the-glass program.
Vibrant Rioja provides education and consumer materials to enhance your promotions.
Please contact: bartenders@vibrantrioja.com for details.
Like us on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/RiojaWines.
Follow us on Twitter at www.twitter.com/RiojaWine.

Rioja red - CrianzaS
There is a reason for the RIOJA Crianza Craze. These wines deliver
quality, personality and svelte form.
RIOJA ROSÉS
RIOJA ROSÉS ROCK - Today either a 100% tempranillo or blend with
Garnacha, these crisp and tasty rosés rival the best in the world and
are sure palate pleasers.
RIOJA WHITES
In an ever expanding world of bland and boring, these whites of
Rioja have distinct character and personality, just like the region.

